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PARKER’S
PURE PURSUIT (#2)

Tuscan Warrior (#6)

Desert Black (#1)

Exacta:   2/1-6, $2.  Tri:  2/1-6/1-3-4-5-6, $4.  Daily Double:  2/1-3-5, $3.

Second to a very sharp horse in his most recent, he can act from on or near the 
lead early and will be well bet to start the card.
Stretch runner wasn’t far behind the top choice last and he now gets a full 
furlong more to race, he clearly is the main danger.
Wire to wire winner of his last is going very well, drew a tough post however.

Super:  2/1-6/all/all, $2.40.  Pick 3:  2/1-3-5/3-4-6, $4.50.  Pick 4:  2/1-3-5/3-4-6/1-7, $9. 

SILVERSONIC (#3)

Glitter and Gold (#1)

Apphia (#5)

Exacta:  1-3/1-3-5, cost $4. Tri:  1-3/1-3-5/1-2-3-5-7, cost $6. 

Raced wide on a day where the inside was the place to be last, she drops to the 
bottom claiming level and gets call in a tough heat.
Another that was wide on that same rail favoring day last, she is a handful in 
the paddock and entering the starting gate but also can fire big if she behaves.
Decent third after forcing some fast fractions last, she must be considered.

NATIONAL HEROINE (#6)

El Bell Camp (#3)

If You Want It (#4)

Exacta:  3-6/3-4-6, $4.  Tri:  3-6/3-4-6/1-3-4-5-6, $6.  Pick 3:  3-6/1-6-7/6-7, $6.   

Crushed maidens with a big score over five weeks ago, she’s had plenty of 
time to recover as thit was her best lifetime effort, draws well, choice.
Wide on a inside favoring surface against tougher last, she faces easier tonight 
and should get a nice stalking trip.
Nice maiden win while wide on a rail favoring day last, she can repeat.

DICTION (#1)

Spittin Havoc (#7)

Mised the Boat (#6)

Exacta:   1-7/1-6-7, $4.  Tri:  1-7/1-6-7/1-2-4-6-7, $6.  Pick 3:  1-6-7/6-7/1-3, $6.

Ignore last race as he was wide on a day where the inside was golden, he might 
be able to shake clear early from this post and prove tough to catch.
Just missed when making a huge late run in his latest, he routed well on the 
Turf in Arizona and looms the one to beat.
Dull try last but this barn does well with newly claimed horses, maybe.

HAMMY TIME (#7)

All Star Allie (#6)

Goldie’s Darlin (#1)

Exacta:    6-7/1-6-7, cost $4. Tri:  6-7/1-6-7/1-4-6-7-8, $6.

Ran well despite a wide trip in her most recent when second, she should get a 
nice stalking trip in this spot, gets slight call.
Battled gamely throughout when a close fourth to similar in her most recent, 
she again will be in the battle right from the start, expect another big try.
While she looks to prefer longer she’s been facing tougher, don;’t ignore.

Super:  1-3/1-3-5/1-2-3-5-7/all, $4.80.         Pick 3:  1-3-5/3-6/1-6-7, cost $9.

Super:  3-6/3-4-6/1-3-4-5-6/all, $4.80.  Pick 5:  3-4-6/1-7/6-7/1/4-8, cost $12.

Super:  1-7/1-6-7/1-2-4-6-7/all, $4.80.  Pick 4:  1-6-7/6-7/1-3/3-4-8, cost $18.  

Super:   6-7/1-6-7/1-4-6-7-8/1-3-4-6-7-8, $3.60.  Pick 3:  6-7/1-3/3-4-8, cost $6.
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GENERAL MACH FOUR (#1)

Golden Cowboy (#3)

Big Hat Charlie (#6)

Exacta:   1-3/1-3-6, cost $4. Trifecta:   1-3/1-3-6/1-3-4-6-8, $6.

Veteran hasn’t been threatened in each of his last four starts, he is facing 
tougher tonight but also looks hard to bet against.
Third in a fast heat for the level last, he drops a notch in claiming price and 
should be on or near the lead right from the start.
Hasn’t won in a long time but he looks likely for part in this spot.

Super:    1-3/1-3-6/1-3-4-6-8/all, $4.80.

ANOTHER GEM (#8)

I Came to Play (#4)

Grand Minister (#3)

Exacta:  4-8/3-4-8, cost $4.  Trifecta:   4-8/3-4-8/3-4-5-6-8, $6.

Fourth in each of his last three but he charts a nice trip tonight, could spring a 
mild upset in a wide open race to end the card.
Appears the quickest early in this field and he get a rider who tends to be very 
agressive early, he may go a long way on the lead.
Won despite being very wide on the turn last, nice recent workout.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Friday Evening, September 13th, 2019

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:

PURE PURSUIT in the first. ANOTHER GEM in the seventh.

Super:   4-8/3-4-8/3-4-5-6-8/all, cost $6. 

Today’s Exotic Play: 

Race 5, $.50 Tri:  6-7/1-6-7/1-4-6-7-8, cost $6.

Daily Double:  1-3/3-4-8, cost $6.
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LUCKY BRITE EYE (#2)
Cat’s Desire (#3)

English Empress (#5)

BUSY PAYNTER (#5)
Claudelle (#1)

Morning Cynn (#6)

PLATINUM EQUITY (#2)
Implicitly (#4)

Cabin John (#1)

ECLAIR (#5)
Lady Agatha (#7)

Golden Melodie (#2)

NORSKI (#3)
High Five (#4)

Alvaaro (#2)

KIM K (#4)
Artistic Diva (#1)

Smiling Tigress (#5)

ACED (#1)
Restless Rambler (#2)

Incensed (#4)

TIME FOR KISSES (#10)
California Appeal (#5)
Tengs Wonder (#1)
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Los Alamitos Charles Town Canterbury

Race Selections for  Sunday, September 8th, 2019

FUDGE TOUGH (#3)
Rocknroll Rocket (#5)

Eastside Boy (#9)

GATTAIA (#1)
Indian Bella (#10)

Raging Gold Digger (#4)

STYLIN N PROFILIN (#7)
My Miss Marilyn (#8)

Gotham City Queen (#11)

TONKA FLOWER (#10)
Lovanskol (#4)

Bye Bye Bennie (#3)

KID FROSTIE (#7)
Twoko Bay (#11)

Shirl’s Ready (#8)

DOUBLE BEE STING (#3)
Clickbait (#7)

Papa’s Isla Doll (#10)

MAINTAINANCE MATT (#1)
Tradin Up (#10)

Discreeet Tiger (#7)

FACING NORTH (#9)
Arnold’s Patsy (#11)
Min Freya (#8)

FRIDAYNITESTAR (#6)
Luckynsuccessful (#10)

Speeding Kid (#12)

SO RED THE ROSE (#2)
Lady’s Cork (#1)

Whiz Pass (#7)

LIL MISS FIBER (#1)
Charitable Jan (#6)

Dixie Sunrise (#3)

MISS BLUE DOT (#2)
Dimitri’s Romance (#4)

Boppin Rocket (#1)

FATHER DON (#2)
Easter Entourage (#3)

Salerno (#6)

COBH (#5)
Inexcess Again (#6)

Opportunity Calls (#7)

SOUTHERN SAVIOUS (#6)
The Franchise (#1)

The Message R V F (#7)

TURKMENISTAN (#7)
Alpine Moon (#6)

Bring Me Answers (#8)

LITTLE MAXIMOVA (#3)
Diamond Train (#4)
Quincys Way (#7)

DIXIE FEVER (#6)
Ship It Red (#12)

About Our Time (#3)


